
Megatrends



What are megatrends: 
•a list! 
•affect everything  
•unlikely to go away   
•interact with each other  
•create trends, technologies and industries 
•may change in definition, but remain the same in essence 
•a short(est possible) list of phenomena you can explain 
the future with



What megatrends are not: 

Trends or fashions 
Technologies or industries 
Local phenomena 
Something you can abolish with a magic bullet



5 Demos Helsinki 
Megatrends

1. Planetary technology combines bits and 
atoms 
2. Population tetris replaces population 
segments 
3. Individualisation turns into participation 
4. The emerging metropolises become the 
dominant global structure  
5. Resource economy delivers constant 
disruptions 

(Demos Helsinki, 2015)



Megatrends become real  
only in a given region.

Planetary technology 
Population tetris 
Individualisation becomes participation 
The emerging metropolis 
Resource disruptions



Megatrend 1

Planetary technology combines bits 
and atoms. The next phase of 
digitalisation connects the entire 
planet into a web of data, that is 
getting beyond human control. 



When is the last 
time that you 
watched your 
mobile phone?



We look at our 
phone every 
6th minute



In ten years time 
we will never look 
at our phones.
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Bits and atoms are joining already 
and its creating a lot of value. Already.

Uber ≈ $18.2bn
Airbnb ≈  $30bn

Pokemon GO increased 
the valuation of 
Nintendo w. $11 bn 
(oops!) 





Megatrend 2

Population tetris replaces population 
segments. There are holes in the 
society and reaching everyone is hard..



Population tetris replaces  
population segments



AGEING

Population tetris replaces population segments



Automation



Immigration

Population tetris replaces population segments



Megatrend 3

Individualisation happens through 
participation. We become individuals 
through participating in many informal 
groups. 



Swedes

Individualisation through participation replaces population segments with groups.



Women

Men

Individualisation through participation
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Students
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unemployed

Individualisation through participation
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Individualisation 
through 
participation

Groups 
challenge 
institutions 
power 
fundamentally.



Individualisation through participation

Reaching people with 
top down approach 
fails:  

...consumer trust in 
brands  has declined 
by 50%  in a decade,  
down from 52% to 
25%. Instead, people 
trust  their peers.



Individualisation through participation shows in new 
economic structures.



Black Rock City - A Future City?
• No money, everything is free
• Everything is produced by the attendees 

”burners”
• Tickets sell in seconds
• Desert city of 75 000 inhabitants
• A platform for co-creation

Individualisation through participation



Megatrend 4

The emerging metropolises become 
the dominant global structure. The 
economic and soon cultural dynamism 
moves to Asia and then to Africa. 
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The emerging metropolises 
remake the map, beyond 
national states.
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The emerging metropolises 
make most of the growth 
and world economies 
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The emerging global 
metropolises grow out of the 
periphery and slow growth 
cities.



Megatrend 5

Resource economy delivers constant 
disruptions in consumption, business 
and infrastructure. Food, housing, 
transportation and energy change and 
become digital services.



Resource economy delivers constant disruptions



Resource economy delivers constant disruptions


